Today's complex data environment needs an intelligent, integrated approach to information capture to help you achieve true digital transformation. Kodak Alaris helps automate your business processes with smart scanning technology that works right out of the box and plays well with your existing software.

Our software offers intelligent capabilities that can capture, convert, analyze, and deliver your data directly to a business process.

Kodak Capture Pro Software
A great choice for both centralized and distributed high-performance scanning environments:
- Flexible and powerful batch capture, perfect for BPOs and centralized workrooms
- Deliver to databases and applications, including Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems and Microsoft SharePoint Online (Office 365)
- Dedicated workflow-based software ensures security and reliability—no reliance on internet connectivity for scanning and processing
- Enhance productivity with advanced indexing capabilities and cut data-entry time by 50%
- Available as a 1-year subscription in addition to existing perpetual licensing options

Kodak Info Input Solution
A web-based and mobile capture application that is easy for workers to implement and use. Ideal for scanning across departments and enterprises with advanced remote capture capabilities.
- Enables easy information capture from scanning, smart devices and digital files (excluding email) from one application
- Maintains security and capture of business critical information via an app on a mobile device
- Perform classifications without barcodes and extraction (OCR/ICR/OMR) from within your current applications
- Available as a 3-year subscription in addition to perpetual licensing options

Smart Touch technology
Eliminate complicated multi-step scanning processes with one-touch simplicity. Configure up to 20 different functions to fit your specific scanning needs and quickly perform common scanning tasks. Smart Touch is a free web download for most of our scanners.
- Custom configuration that can be changed as business needs grow
- Flexible file creation options (such as PDF, xPDF, Microsoft Word, TIF, TIF, BMP)
- Automatically send the file to desired location (network folder, email, cloud service and more)
- Results in consistent file naming and delivery for ease of doing business

Kodak MFPs
• MPS Capture Agent from Kodak Alaris adds value for MPS developers, dealers, and customers and enables synergies with MFPs
• MPS Capture Agent from Kodak Alaris adds value for MPS developers, dealers, and customers and enables synergies with MFPs
• Perform classifications without barcodes and extraction (OCR/ICR/OMR) from within your current applications
• Deliver to databases and applications, including Enterprise Content Management, Enterprise Resource Planning, Business Process Management, and workflow solutions

To learn more about products and solutions from Kodak Alaris, call 1-800-944-6171 or go to AlarisWorld.com

Kodak Alaris is where digital transformation starts
From award-winning scanners and capture software to industry-leading service, Kodak Alaris transforms documents and data into information better than anyone else, bringing you:
- Speed — Onboard information faster to accelerate processes, boost productivity, and “Win” your customer
- Accuracy — Reduce errors, rework, and business risks with the world’s most accurate information capture technology
- Profitability — Boost your bottom line with cost-saving efficiency and reliability plus innovative solutions to power every facet of your digital transformation

That’s not just our opinion—it’s an award-winning fact. Our proven track record for excellence has made Kodak Alaris the most awarded scanner manufacturer in the 62-year history of Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Laboratory (BLI). Find out how we make the journey from document to process fast, accurate, and easy at AlarisWorld.com.

Industry Recognition
Scanner Line of the Year Awards

Kodak 1200 Series
Winter 2018 Award Outstanding Departmental Scanner

Kodak E1000 Series
2014 Outstanding Scanner for SMBs

About the Alaris division of Kodak Alaris
Kodak Alaris is a leading provider of information capture solutions that simplify business processes. We exist to help the world make sense of information with smart, connected solutions powered by decades of image science innovation. Our award-winning range of scanners, software, and services are available worldwide, and through our network of channel partners. For more information, please visit AlarisWorld.com and follow us @AlarisWorld.

Kodak is a registered trademark of Eastman Kodak Company.

For more information, please visit AlarisWorld.com and follow us @AlarisWorld.

Kodak Alaris, a division of Eastman Kodak Company, is a global leader in information capture, solutions and services that helps companies accelerate digital transformation. Our award-winning range of scanners, software, and services are available worldwide, and through our network of channel partners. For more information, please visit AlarisWorld.com.

Kodak Alaris is a division of Eastman Kodak Company. The Kodak trademark and trade dress are used under license from Eastman Kodak. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
### Kodak i5000V Series

#### Capture Pro Software Limited Edition

- **Smart Touch technology,**
- **Kodak Capture Pro Software**
- **Kodak Info Input Solution,**
- **Kodak Capture Pro Software Limited Edition**

#### Linux support

- **Linux support**

- **Capture Pro Software**

- **Kodak Info Input Solution,**

#### ScanMate i940 Scanner

- **(AC Power and/ or USB Power Supply)**

- **Embedded Operating Systems –**
  - **Windows 10 IoT Enterprise LTSC 2019 edition**
  - **Linux support**

- *** When AC powered**

- **Linux support (when USB connected)**

#### S2050w Scanner

- **Up to 180 ppm (basic sorting: patches, length, multifeed)**

- **Up to 210 ppm (sorting disabled/ off)**

#### S2060w Scanner

- **Exit tray capacity:**

- **Linux support (when USB connected)**

#### Flatbed accessories

- **A4/Legal Flatbed**
- **and Passport**

- **Kodak, A3 Size**
- **Legal Size (8.5” x 14”)**
- **A3 Size (12” x 18”);**
- **Maximum document size:**

---

**NOTES:**

- **A4/L = Black & White dpi:**
- **A4/L = Automatic Document Feeder:**
- **AUR = Advanced Unit Replacement:**
- **B&W = Black & White dpi:**
- **dpi = Dots Per Inch:**
- **NBD = Next Business Day:**
- **ppm = Pages Per Minute:**
- **PDF:Q=200 is BASED ON:**
- **SMART/Grey/Color/Color: 200 dpi:**
- **A3 Feeders Landscape:**
- **A4 Feeders Portrait:**
- **A4/L = 11.7” x 16.5”:**
- **A4/L = 8.5” x 11”:**

---

**The best scanning technology for every application and environment**

From small offices to global enterprises, scanners from Kodak Alaris offer the best technology and services so our customers can stay ahead of the curve. With a broad range of award-winning scanners, we’re here to help you transform your data into a powerful competitive advantage.